
WINTER DRIVING
Hints and Tips to Stay Safe



Before you set off, consider if your journey is essential,
can you wait until the weather has improved?
If so, plan ahead to avoid areas that are prone to
problems such as ice or flooding and allow extra time for
traffic and slower speeds
Listen to local traffic updates for information on road
closures, flooding and forecast updates
Make sure you carry your mobile phone, fully charged
Keep a torch, warm clothes or blankets, snacks & water,
extra washer fluid and a phone charger in the vehicle in
the event of a breakdown or emergency
Check your tyres are the legal tyre tread depth to ensure
you have a safe amount of grip
Ensure you have plenty of fuel
Reduce your speed and increase the distance between
your vehicle and the one in front to allow for increased
stopping times

During the winter months the weather can be unpredictable and can make for extremely
hazardous conditions for road users. With snow and ice creating slippery surfaces and rain and
dark skies affecting visibility, driving in these conditions requires special precautions to ensure
the safety of you and your passengers. CCRS have assembled some hints, tips and useful advice
for winter driving.

GENERAL WINTER WEATHER DRIVING TIPS

DRIVING IN FOG
Slow down before you reach the fog
patch

Only use low beams or fog lights

If the fog is very thick, roll down your
windows to hear other vehicles nearby

Put on your air conditioning and wipers
to improve visibility

If you cannot see the road edge, pull
over and put on your hazards. Do not
continue driving until you can see.



Be wary of large or fast moving vehicles that create a lot of spray – this can effect
your visibility

Keep your air conditioning on to prevent your windows from steaming up

Use dipped headlights and do not use rear fog lights as these can prevent drivers
from seeing your brake lights

Driving at speed through water can cause your tyres to lose their grip with the
road. If you find you are aquaplaning, ease your foot off the accelerator and do
not brake. Keep a firm grip of the steering wheel

Stopping distances at least double in wet conditions so reduce your speed and
leave more space

Be considerate to others and try to avoid spraying pedestrians as you drive
through puddles

If you breakdown during heavy rainfall, keep the bonnet closed to protect the
electronics. If your vehicle cuts out after driving through deep water, do not
attempt to restart it as you may damage the engine.

Gauge how deep the water is
If it is too deep, find an alternative route – you can
flood your engine driving through deep water and
can cause serious damage
Stick to the shallowest point
Keep the vehicle in a low gear and the engine revs
high
If possible, when you exit, pause for a moment
and allow excess water to drain away
If not, beware that your grip level will be reduced
on the road ahead

DRIVING IN HEAVY RAIN

HOW TO DRIVE
THROUGH FLOODS



DRIVING IN ICY CONDITIONS
In winter, when the temperature drops, ice and snow are two of the main hazards to be aware of
when driving. It is important to be prepared and to take special safety measures when driving in

these conditions.

Three key words: calm, slow, easy –
smoothness and anticipation are essential

Look well ahead for any potential hazards
and reduce your speed

Staying in a higher gear will help your grip in
packed ice

Accelerate, brake, steer and change gears as
smoothly as possible to avoid skids

Always remove ice and snow from your car
before departing

Tyre grip is greatly reduced on icy roads and
braking  distances become much longer

You should leave up to 10 times the normal
distance between you and the vehicle in
front

Winter tyres can offer more grip in the colder
months

There is an increased likelihood of becoming
stuck, be prepared for a long walk home

Ensure you have packed the essentials
detailed on the first page of this document

WHAT TO DO IF YOU
SKID ON ICE

If you skid remember to always avoid using
the brakes or steering against the skid.

Do not take your hands off the steering
wheel.

Take your foot off the accelerator.

Steer into the skid – e.g. if the rear of the car
is sliding to the right, gently steer to the

right.

BLACK ICE
Although you may see black ice as a slick sheen 

 on the road, it is more than likely you will not
see it at all

Be vigilant of shaded parts of the road, bridges,
flyovers and tunnels

You may see cars ahead swerving for no
apparent reason

If you hit black ice, remain calm
Do not brake

Keep the steering wheel straight

Avoid any sudden movements



DRIVING IN THE DARK
How to Stay Safe

SWITCH ON YOUR LIGHTS!
This may seem obvious but it is
illegal to drive at night without
functioning front and rear lights so
ensure yours are working.
Use your dipped headlights from an
hour before sunset until an hour
after sunrise and use your full beam
on unlit country roads – reverting to
dipped when you encounter other
vehicles.

DON’T STARE AT ONCOMING
VEHICLES
To avoid your vision being impaired
by the glare. Look to the left-hand
side of the road

KEEP YOUR WINDOWS CLEAN
Dirty windows and build up of
condensation can seriously impair
your vision – make sure your
windows are clear before you set
off.

DON’T DRIVE WHEN TIRED
Driving when tired is dangerous. If
you feel sleepy, stop and take a
break

WATCH OUT FOR CHILDREN,
CYCLISTS AND ANIMALS
Children and cyclists become
vulnerable in the dark especially if
they are not wearing reflective
clothing. Be vigilant. 
Also, watch out for nocturnal
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STORING YOUR CAR FOR
WINTER

Fill your tank and use a fuel stabiliser

Wash, buff and wax

Check your coolant levels

Change your oil

Check tyre pressure to prevent flat-spotting

Prepare your battery

Park in a garage

Use a car cover

Use a desiccant to protect the interior from moisture

This will help prevent moisture build-up

Removes any materials that could cause damage

This provides protection from corrosion

Ensure they are inflated to recommended psi. You can also
use jackstands

You can disconnect completely or use a plug-in battery
tender to maintain amp and volt levels

It is best to store a car in a garage where possible. Check
local car parks for permits or rental spaces

Make sure it is a breathable material and don't use plastic

For example, baking soda or silica gel sachets placed inside
the car

As the cold weather sets in, you may be planning to store your
car over the winter months. Proper winter car storage is

essential to protect your car from damage. You may find the
tips below helpful

Remember, even if you’re not using your car, you still need a
valid MOT and to insure your car unless you make a Statutory
Off Road Notification (SORN). You can only make a SORN if the

it’s being kept off the road.


